Relativistic core-potential calculations have been carried out on ⍀ states resulting from the interaction of Xe* (5p 5 6s, 3 P, 1 P) with ground-state Kr atoms as well as for the system Ar* (3p 5 4s, 3 P, 1 P) with ground-state Ne, using different basis sets and configuration interaction procedures. The present calculations on ArNe, employing larger sets of Rydberg functions than those of the previous calculations, yield totally repulsive potentials for the excited states of ArNe. Similar calculations on XeKr obtain shallow minima ͑600-860 cm Ϫ1 ͒ in the potential energy curves of the excited states at large internuclear distances ͑6.9-7.8 bohr͒. Dipole transition moments have been calculated and strong radiative transitions are predicted from excited states to the ground state. The 1(I) state, correlating with the metastable 3 P 2 state of Xe is found to have a small but nonzero dipole transition moment at short and intermediate nuclear distances leading to a radiative lifetime for the vϭ0 level of this state of 21.0 s.
I. INTRODUCTION
The excited states of diatomic rare-gas molecules are important for their role as radiation sources in the vacuum ultraviolet ͑VUV͒ region, including excimer lasers. [1] [2] [3] While most experimental and theoretical work has been devoted to homonuclear systems, the heteronuclear systems have also attracted interest following the observation of very efficient energy transfer processes in admixtures of rare gases, 1,4 -6 and this opens new possibilities for the efficient pumping of these systems. 7 The advent of experimental studies of thermal energy collisions between excited and ground-state raregas atoms 8, 9 offers a challenge to theoreticians to provide interpretations of the resulting experimental data. Accurate potential energy curves are required for the interacting pairs of atoms over a large range of interatomic distances. However, despite the conceptual simplicity of their electronic structure, accurate determinations of the interaction potentials for the heteronuclear dimers are scarce due to computational difficulties involved. The precise determination of the shallow minima generally found in these systems require large configuration interaction ͑CI͒ expansions and adequate basis sets, especially in the Rydberg part. Often, minima which have been proposed in experimental work are not found in the calculations, as for example in the excited states of Kr-Ar, 10 while errors of Ϯ300 cm Ϫ1 in the calculated potential wells are not unexpected. 11 Furthermore, it is essential to include spin-orbit coupling in order to calculate the electronic states correctly. The ground-state potential has different requirements from the excited states in terms of polarization functions and exponents of the diffuse functions. Good potentials for the ground states of the RgRgЈ systems have been reported and one could focus on the excited-state requirements. 12, 13 Appropriate ab initio methods to calculate potential energy curves for the electronic states of these molecules make use of relativistic core potentials and such calculations have been reported for heteronuclear systems such as KrAr, 10 ArNe, 14 XeHe and XeAr 11 and more recently ArHe and HeNe. 15 The calculations on ArHe showed that for such systems it is necessary to employ at least a double-zeta Rydberg basis on the heavier atom in order to calculate the potential energy curves free from spurious ''bumps'' and minima. The previous work on ArNe by the present authors 14 employed a single Rydberg s and a single Rydberg p function on Ar with the same exponent, which had been optimized with respect to the atomic Ar excitation energy. While this approach resulted in good agreement at the dissociation limits for the atomic excitation energies and also for transition moments, it was found to lead to erroneous results at short and intermediate internuclear distances for the Ar*ϩHe system. 15 For this reason, it became necessary to re-calculate the potentials for the Ar* (3p 5 4s)ϩNe interaction in the present work, and to correct the previously reported potentials.
The Xe* (5p 5 6s)ϩKr system, which is the main object of the present work, has been studied by spectroscopic methods, 1-3,7,16 -22 16 has reported emission at 7.95 eV corresponding to the XeKr 1( 3 P 2 ) exciplex with a binding energy of 138Ϯ50 cm Ϫ1 at r e ϭ3.20Ϯ0.05 Å. Luminescence studies of the XeKr exciplex in liquid and in solid krypton obtained a lifetime of 52Ϯ3 ns in the liquid and 50Ϯ3 ns in the solid which were assigned to the 1( 3 P 2 ) exciplex. 17 However, it is more likely that the reported data should be assigned to the 0 ϩ ( 3 P 1 ) exciplex. 25 Model potential calculations predict deeper minima for the exciplex states, ranging from 1000-1200 cm Ϫ1 ͓for the 0 Ϫ ( 3 P 2 ), 1( 3 P 2 ), and 0 ϩ ( 3 P 1 ) states͔ and around 300 cm Ϫ1 ͓for the 2( 3 P 2 ) and 1( 3 P 1 ) states͔, [23] [24] [25] while simulations of absorption spectra employing Morse potentials with parameters obtained from the above calculations found 170 cm Ϫ1 to be a more suitable value for the well-depth of the 1( 3 P 1 ) state. 22 Thus it is a rather confusing situation, considering that the emission spectra of XeKr overlap with those of the homonuclear dimer, Xe 2 and the fact that the excited states corresponding to a particular limit are closely lying and also lead to overlapping emission spectra. 1, 21, 22 Similarly for the next higher states, correlating with excited Xeϩground-state Kr limits, besides the estimated well depth of 333 cm Ϫ1 mentioned above, 3 Tsuchizawa et al. 18 have reported minima of 1445 and 54 cm Ϫ1 for the 1( 1 P 1 ) and the 0 ϩ ( 1 P 1 ) states, respectively, while Mao et al. 20 propose the opposite assignments. Thus despite the aforementioned computational problems, a very careful theoretical study on these systems could shed some light on these issues.
In the present work, multireference configuration interaction calculations ͑MRDCI͒ employing relativistic effective core potentials ͑RECP͒ have been carried out on ⍀ states resulting from the interaction of Xe* (5p 5 6s, 3 P, 1 P) with ground-state Kr atoms as well as for the system Ar* (3p 5 4s, 3 P, 1 P) with ground-state Ne, using a variety of basis sets and configuration interaction procedures. Potential energy curves and dipole transition moments have been calculated and radiative lifetimes of the excited states have been determined.
II. CALCULATIONS
The present calculations on XeKr include the ground and excited electronic states correlating with the limits Xe (5p 5 6s, 3 The calculations have been carried out with the aid of a relativistic effective core potentials ͑RECP͒ version of the MRDCI programs, using the contracted CI implementation 26 -30 which involves a two-step procedure. In the first step ⌳-S electronic states are determined in conventional CI calculations in which all the electronic integrals are calculated with the aid of RECPs, whereby the self-consistent field-molecular orbital ͑SCF-MO͒ basis is computed in a treatment which includes only the scalar relativistic terms in addition to the conventional nonrelativistic Hamiltonian. The resulting ⌳-S states are employed in the second step to form the full Hamiltonian matrix including the spin-orbit interaction. Diagonalization is then carried out for each total symmetry to determine eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. In the present work, the latter are in turn employed for the computation of dipole transition moments between electronic states. These calculations are carried out for different values of the internuclear distance R, varying from 4.0 to 20.0 bohr for XeKr and from 3.5 to 20.0 bohr for ArNe and also for R ϭ100 bohr.
Relativistic core potentials are employed for both Xe ͑K, L, M, and N shells͒ 31 and Kr ͑K, L, and M shells͒. 32 For each atom the Gaussian basis sets for the valence shell 31, 32 were augmented with two sets of d and one set of f polarization functions with exponents 0.31, 0.15, and 0.5, respectively, for Xe and 0.5, 0.3, and 0.12, respectively, for Kr. The necessary diffuse functions were also included, three s ͑expo-nents 0.09, 0.055, 0.021͒, three p ͑exponents 0.07, 0.036, 0.013͒, and one d ͑exponent 0.058͒ in the Xe basis set and two s ͑exponents 0.1, 0.05͒ and two p ͑exponents 0.07, 0.04͒ in the Kr basis set. Several sets of calculations were carried out employing different diffuse and/or polarization functions and CI procedures in order to establish convergence of the calculated potentials, at least in the qualitative features. The above basis set, with the valence Gaussian functions included in uncontracted form, has been employed to obtain the results that will be discussed in the present work.
In multireference calculations, the choice of reference space is very important because it determines the zerothorder description of the states, and the CI spaces are generated by allowing single and double excitations with respect to all the reference configurations. The reference spaces employed in the present work, consisting of nine configurations for the 1 33 was applied to the eigenvalues.
The present calculations on ArNe also employed relativistic core potentials for Ar ͑K and L shells͒ and Ne ͑K shell͒. 34 The atomic orbital ͑AO͒ basis set employed for Ar is the (12s9p/6s5p) basis of McLean and Chandler, 35 augmented with one set of d functions for polarization ͑exponent 0.736͒ and three s and one p diffuse functions with exponents 0.08, 0.04 and 0.015 and 0.0405, respectively. It was found necessary to employ such a triple-zeta basis for the 4s function of Ar in order to obtain convergence in the resulting potentials. For Ne the (11s6 p/5s4 p) basis of Dunning 36 was augmented with one polarization d ͑exponent 0.8͒ and one s and one p diffuse ͑exponents 0.03 and 0.025, respectively͒ functions. As in the above calculations, the CI strategy was to carry out Tϭ0 calculations, to insure as uniform a description over the different internuclear distances as possible. To achieve this, the highest 8 a 1 , 3 b 1 , and 3 The computed excitation energies at the internuclear distance of 100.0 bohr for both XeKr and ArNe are listed in Table I , along with the experimental values 37 for the levels of Ar* and Ne*, respectively. The theoretical levels have been shifted upward by 1731 cm Ϫ1 for XeKr and by 3409 cm
Ϫ1
for ArNe, as the calculations tend to favor the Rydberg states over the ground state, for which there is more correlation energy to be accounted for. This is a typical practice in such calculations. 10, 15 As shown in Table I , the calculated splittings of the Xe*(5p 5 6s, 3 P, 1 P) and the Ar*(3p 5 4s, 3 P, 1 P) levels are in excellent agreement with the corresponding experimental values.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Results of calculations on XeKr
In Table II the energies of the ⍀ excited states of XeKr calculated in the present work are given in cm Ϫ1 and with respect to the minimum energy of the ground state. These energies are as obtained after the final diagonalization including the spin-orbit coupling and do not include the shift by 1731 cm Ϫ1 mentioned above. The ⌳-S potentials are given in Fig. 1 while the corresponding ⍀ potentials are given in Fig. 2 and finer details for some of these states are given in Figs. 3 and 4. As shown in Fig. 1 Fig. 2 along with the ⌳-S potentials for comparison, have notably shallower minima occurring at larger R than the potentials of the ⌳-S states. As shown in Fig. 2 , the spin-orbit coupling has a profound effect on the relative positions of the electronic states. In Fig. 3 , enlarged plots of the 0 Ϫ (I), 1͑I͒, 2͑I͒, 1͑II͒, and 0 ϩ ͑II͒ potentials in the region around the energy minima are given. The present results are in qualitative agreement with the previous model potential calculations [23] [24] [25] ͑cf. plots of potentials in Krylov et al. 1 ͒ although the well depths and the position of the minima are not identical, as will be discussed below. Enlarged plots of the 0 Ϫ ͑II͒, 1͑III͒, and 0 ϩ ͑III͒ potentials in the region around the energy minima are given in Fig. 4 , while in Fig. 5 the calculated dipole transition moments for the allowed transitions from the excited states to the ground state in XeKr are given.
In Table III , some data relevant to the minima of the excited state potentials of XeKr are given along with the calculated radiative lifetimes for the vϭ0, 1, 2, and 10 levels of the excited states. The calculated potentials have minima ranging between 598 and 860 cm Ϫ1 , with r e ranging between 6.9 and 7.8 bohr. Experimental well depths are generally smaller than the theoretical values, with a variation in the proposed r e as well, as mentioned above in the Introduction. For the 1(I) state ͓also denoted 1( 3 P 2 )͔ the well-depth value of 138Ϯ50 cm Ϫ1 at an r 0 value of 6.05-6.24 bohr has been proposed 16 for XeKr in the solid phase, corresponding to emission at 7.95 eV, while other observations of the 1(I) →X 0 ϩ (I) transition also place it at 153-156 nm 22 ͑i.e., a transition energy of 8.1-7.95 eV͒. The present calculations obtain a higher value for the vertical transition energy of this state ͑8.3 eV͒ at the calculated minimum (Rϭ7.6 bohr). The dipole transition moment for the 1(I)→X 0 ϩ (I) ͑cf. Fig. 5͒ shows a maximum at 6.0 bohr and lower values in the region of the minimum. As a result the computed radiative lifetime for this state is 21.0 s for vϭ0, decreasing to 0.6 s for vϭ10 ͑cf. 25 in which the experimental potential was used for the region near the minimum and according to which the lifetime of the 1͑I͒ state is under 100 ns and increases with vibrational quantum number. However, a plot of the transition probability obtained using the 1(I)→X0 ϩ (I) dipole transition moments of the present work ͑Fig. 5͒, as given in Fig. 6 , is very similar to the plot of the radiation width in the previous model calculations, 25 showing a steep maximum at 6.0 bohr, at which internuclear distance the transition energy is 8.04 eV, well within the range of ob- served values. In view of the difficulties in determining a precise value for the r e of this state and with only a single experimental deduction, it is difficult to draw further conclusions.
Most of the available spectroscopic work involves the excited states observed near the first resonance line of Xe*, i.e., 0 ϩ ͑II͒ and 1͑II͒. Generally shallow wells are proposed: Depending on the potential parameters employed 2 well depths of 120 cm Ϫ1 at 9.03 bohr or 160 cm Ϫ1 at 8.2 bohr are estimated on the basis of the absorption spectra. 2 Another estimate of the minimal dissociation energy for these states is 153 cm Ϫ1 at a transition energy of 67 892 cm
Ϫ1
. 3 For the 1͑II͒ state Pibel et al. 19 propose a well depth of 52.2 cm Ϫ1 at 5.24 Å ͑9.90 bohr͒, while for the 0 ϩ ͑II͒ state they propose a double well potential with an inner minimum of 624 cm Ϫ1 at 3.09 Å ͑5.8 bohr͒ and an outer minimum of 101 cm Ϫ1 at 9.6 bohr. 19 Model Hamiltonian calculations obtained 440 cm
at r e ϭ8.20 bohr for 1͑II͒ and a single minimum of 920 cm
at r e ϭ6.71 bohr for 0 ϩ ͑II͒. 23, 24 Similarily, in the present work, there is no evidence for a double well potential for 0 ϩ ͑II͒, with a single minimum of 585 cm Ϫ1 found for this state at 6.9 bohr. It is possible that the experimental deductions 19 might change if the potentials and transition moments of the present work are employed in the analysis of the spectra. Finally, recent experimental work involving emission near 147 nm report that it is not possible to distinguish between emission from 1͑II͒ and from the 0 ϩ ͑II͒ states. 1, 22 These authors favor a well depth of 170 cm Ϫ1 at 8.3 bohr for 1͑II͒. The calculated r e , ⌬E V and D e of the present work for these states ͑cf. above assignment, proposing that the lower energy transition ͑to the state with the deeper minimum͒ is the 0 ϩ ͑III͒-X 0 ϩ (I). The transition energies of the present work, 76 888 and 77 253 cm Ϫ1 for the 0 ϩ ͑III͒ and 1͑III͒, respectively ͑cf. Table III͒ , do show that the potential energy curve of the 0 ϩ ͑III͒ state near the minimum lies below that of the 1͑III͒ state ͑cf. also Fig. 4͒ , and are in good agreement with the observed transition energies. Furthermore, the deepest minima calculated are those of the 0 ϩ ͑III͒ and 0 ϩ ͑II͒ states ͑cf. Table III͒ . There is difficulty in comparing the calculated r e values for 1͑III͒ and 0 ϩ ͑III͒ with the experimental. 18, 20 It might be noted that the location of the proposed deep minimum at relatively short bond length for the 0 ϩ ͑III͒ state, 20 and also similarily for the 0 ϩ ͑II͒ state, 19 is close to the position of the minimum in the potential of the 2 1 ⌺ ϩ state ͑cf. Fig. 1͒ , which along with 1 3 ⌸ ͑mostly͒ and X 1 ⌺ ϩ interact via spin-orbit coupling to produce the 0 ϩ states. Similarily, the available experimental r e estimate for the 1(I) state 16 is closer to that of the minimum in the 1 3 ⌺ ϩ state ͑cf. Fig. 1͒ than to the value calculated for 1͑I͒ ͑cf. Table III͒. As might be expected, large dipole transition moments ͑cf. Fig. 5͒ and correspondingly short lifetimes ͑a few nanoseconds͒ are obtained for the 0 ϩ ͑II͒, 1͑II͒, 0 ϩ ͑III͒, and 1͑III͒ states ͑cf. Table III͒ that correlate with atomic limits which have dipole-allowed transitions to the ground state.
B. Potential energy curves of ArNe
As mentioned in the Introduction, a previous study has been devoted to the potential energy curves of the ⍀ states of Ar(3p 6 1 S,3p 5 4s 1,3 P)ϩNe(2p 6 1 S) in which only a single s and a single set of p diffuse functions optimized at the dissociation limits with respect to the atomic excitation energies were employed.
14 Those calculations obtained both good excitation energies, without the necessity of any shift, and transition moments at the dissociation limits, a reasonably accurate ground-state potential and well depths of about 800 cm Ϫ1 at internuclear distances of 7.5-8.5 bohr for the excited state potentials. However, a subsequent theoretical study of ArHe and HeNe 15 has shown that the results obtained with the treatment adopted in the work on ArNe 14 were not stable with respect to changes in the Rydberg basis set and that it is necessary to have a triple-zeta diffuse basis in order to obtain converged results.
The results of the present calculations on the ⍀ states of ArNe are listed in Table IV , while the potential energy curves are shown in Fig. 7 and the transition moments to the ground state in Fig. 8 . As shown in Fig. 7 , the potential energy curves for both the ⌳-S and the ⍀ excited states are calculated to be totally repulsive. While the existence of very shallow minima ͑ϳ100 cm
Ϫ1
͒ cannot be excluded, the present calculations do not support the existence of any minima of 800 cm Ϫ1 depth indicated in the previous study. This result underscores the importance of employing a flexible basis for the Rydberg orbitals in such calculations. More generally, the lack of any experimental information on the excited states of ArNe makes it quite difficult to describe these systems on a definitive basis.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Relativistic core-potential calculations have been carried out on ⍀ states resulting from the interaction of Xe* (5p 5 6s, 3 P, 1 P) with ground state Kr atoms as well as for the system Ar* (3p 5 4s, 3 P, 1 P) with ground state Ne, using different basis sets and configuration interaction procedures. The present calculations on XeKr obtain shallow minima for the excited states of this system, in generally good qualitative agreement with previous model Hamiltonian calculations. However, the results differ in details such as the depth of the minima, the r e values and the radiative lifetime of the 1͑I͒ state. It is rather difficult to make quantitative interpretations for the available experimental data on the ⍀ states of XeKr calculated in the present work because there are considerable variations with regard to the location of the minima among different experimental studies.
The present calculations on ArNe obtain totally repulsive potential energy curves, showing that our previously reported potentials for this system are erroneous. This result indicates that great care is required in calculations of these systems, particularily in the choice of the diffuse basis functions employed to describe their Rydberg states.
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